We investigated the capability of molecular triads, consisting of two strong fluorophores that were covalently linked to a photochromic molecule, for optical gating. Therefore we monitored the fluorescence intensity of the fluorophores as a function of the isomeric state of the photoswitch. From the analysis of our data we develop a kinetic model that allows us to predict quantitatively the degree of the fluorescence modulation as a function of the mutual intensities of the lasers that are used to induce the fluorescence and the switching of the photochromic unit. We find that the achievable contrast for the modulation of the fluorescence depends mainly on the intensity ratio of the two light beams and appears to be very robust against absolute changes of these intensities. The latter result provides valuable information for the development of all-optical circuits which would require to handle different signal strengths for the input and output levels.
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T he ongoing demand for more computational power and faster rates for data transfer and storage are the driving force for the development of all-optical devices, i.e. devices where signalling occurs via photons rather than electrons. Even though optical data transfer using glass fibres are highly efficient, the requirement of electro-optical or opto-electrical conversion to adapt it to periphery limits the transfer rate. All-optical devices require to control light from one source by light from another source, avoiding intermediate conventional electronic connections. First steps towards the development of such devices have been set by exploiting nonlinear optical materials 1 . Alternatively, organic fluorophores and their ability to strongly interact with a light field attracted researchers to demonstrate an optical transistor at the single molecule level 2 . However, in all these experiments it needed many photons to control a few photons, and not the other way round as it would be desirable for designing an all optical circuit.
An alternative strategy to accomplish devices that run on photons rather than electrons is based on the exploitation of photochromic molecules, i.e. molecules that can be interconverted between two bistable forms induced by light. Photochromic systems based on cis-trans isomerisation (stilbenes, azobenzenes) [3] [4] [5] , or photocyclization reactions (fulgides, diarylalkenes, azulenes, spiropyrans) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , have been studied intensively in the past. It has been found that photochromic molecules of the dithienylcyclopentene type feature a high fatigue resistance, and that these molecules are thermally stable in either conformation, which supresses unwanted non-optical back-reactions. However, the molecules of this family feature only a very weak contrast between the optical signals registered in their two conformations, which is a serious drawback when aiming at data processing at the molecular level.
As a way out of this, Irie and coworkers synthesized more complex tailor-made molecules that consisted of highly fluorescent chromophores covalently linked to a photochromic building block [13] [14] [15] . This approach combined the requested properties of high-fatigue resistance and high fluorescence quantum yield [16] [17] [18] . Following the same strategy as Irie et al. we have demonstrated the functionality of an optical transistor, recently 19 . In order to do so, we studied a photochromic system that corresponds to a molecular triad consisting of two perylene bisimide In these experiments the photochromic molecule was switched between its bistable conformations using light in the UV (300 nm) and red (635 nm) spectral range, respectively, and the fluorescence intensity of the PBI chromophores was probed with a laser operated in the green (514 nm) spectral range [17] [18] [19] [20] . This illumination scheme enabled us to modulate the fluorescence output from the PBI with high contrast ratio. An order of magnitude estimate yielded that a few hundred to thousand photons in the conversion beams were sufficient to controll the emission/suppresion of hundreds of millions of photons from the chromophores.
However, it turned out that the excitation light in the green spectral range (514 nm) not only induced the fluorescence from the PBIs but also triggered the photocyclization reaction of the photoswitch, i.e. there was substantial crosstalk between one of the conversion channels and the read out channel. Accordingly, the PBI fluorescence intensity can also be modulated without the conversion beam in the red (635 nm) spectral range. Here we demonstrate that for a proper choice of the mutual intensities of the UV and the green light, a modulation of the perylene fluorescence with a contrast ratio of more than 60% can be accomplished. For this simplified two-beam experiment we present a thorough experimental characterisation of the achievable fluorescence intensity modulation depth as a function of the intensity ratio of the conversion and the probe beam. In order to quantify the evolution of the photoreaction of photochromic molecules a lot of efforts have been taken during the last two decades. Most of this work was based on experiments that monitored the absorption signals [6] [7] [8] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . However, a simple relation between the macroscopic absorbance of the sample and the concentration of the photochromes, as for example provided by Lambert Beer's law, does not hold, because the concentration of the absorbing species varies in time (and space) due to the photoreaction, which in turn leads to uncontrollable variations of the light intensity that is ''seen'' by the photochromic molecules. This can be overcome by working with absorption cells where the solution is continuously stirred 29 , but remains an obstacle for immobilised samples and complicates to find an analytical description of the kinetics of the photoconversion as a function of the irradiation intensities 22, 23, 30 . On first sight, using the emitted fluorescence for monitoring the photoconversion seems to be even worse, because the number of photons emitted from a fluorophore depends on the number of photons that have been initially absorbed. However, detecting fluorescence instead of absorbance offers superior sensitivity (as has been testified by many single-molecule spectroscopy papers [31] [32] [33] [34] ), which allows to reduce the optical thickness of the sample to very low concentrations of the emitters. This allows us to neglect any spatial dependence of the excitation intensity across the sample and to use a uniform excitation intensity to model the photoreaction. Following this route, we have developed a kinetic model that describes quantitatively the fluorescence modulation depth as a function of the intensities of the conversion and probe beam.
Results and Discussion
In order to study the influence of the probe beam on the modulation of the fluorescence signal we fixed the intensity of the UV light (300 nm) to 0.124 W/cm 2 For a more quantitative analysis of the fluorescence modulation depth we define the fluorescence contrast ratio as
where F fluor (t 5 t ) refers to the fluorescence intensity at t 5 t (high) and F fluor (t 5 t (low) ) to the fluorescence intensity at t 5 t (low)
, respectively. In order to avoid artifacts due to initial photobleaching we have chosen t (low) and t (high) such (i.e. after eight modulation cycles, see fig. 2a ) that the fluorescence signal between successive high-signal periods does not change by more than the shot noise which amounts to 10%. The resulting contrast ratio is displayed in fig. 2b as a function of the intensity of the probe beam. It uncovers a steep rise of the contrast for probe intensities below 0.074 W/cm 2 to a value of about C < 0.6 followed by a monotonic decrease to C < 0.25 for the highest applied probe intensity. The relatively low contrast of about 0.35 that is observed for the lowest probe intensity, marked 1 in fig. 2b , demonstrates that this probe intensity is insufficient to drive the photoreaction into steady state during the observation interval of about 7 s. Although the total fluorescence intensity increases for the higher probe intensities, the contrast ratio decreases, because the background fluorescence, which is not affected by the illumination sequences, increases as well. In other words, the modulation rests on an increasing background leading to a relative decrease of the amplitude of the modulation. This becomes clearly visible in the inset of fig. 2b , which shows the observed fluorescence intensities around the considered times on a normalised scale.
Next we reversed the concept of the experiment and fixed the intensity of the probe beam to 1.48 W/cm 2 and studied the modulation of the fluorescence intensity as a function of the intensity of the UV conversion beam that was varied between 0.011 W/cm 2 and 0.698 W/cm 2 . Three typical examples are displayed in fig. 3a which follows a similar setup as fig. 2a . Again we observe a telegraph-style modulation of the fluorescence intensity which is more pronounced for higher UV intensities. At the begin of the experiments traces 2 and 3 show a gradual decrease of the overall fluorescence intensity, whereas trace 1 features a slight increase of the fluorescence. As before, the decrease of the fluorescence can be understood in terms of bleaching of the PBI units. The increase of the fluorescence for low UV intensities is due to the fact that the sample has not been preinitialised to the high-signal level prior to the experiment. Therefore the subpopulation of the triads that reside in the closed state is gradually converted to the open state during the first few modulation cycles. This effect is overcompensated by the bleaching in traces 2 and 3. In fig. 3b the contrast ratio is displayed as a function of the intensity of the UV conversion beam, which reveals a monotonic rise for increasing the intensity of the UV beam. This is clearly visible in the inset which shows the fluorescence modulation on a normalised scale.
Kinetic model. In the following we will develop a model that allows for a quantitative description of the fluorescence modulation as a function of the intensities of the conversion and the probe beam. Therefore we first model the photoreaction kinetics of the triads, and then connect the result to the fluorescence intensity of the triads in the open and closed state. In order to keep things simple we treat the total number of triads during the experiments as a constant.
Hence the change of the number of triads in either conformation is given by The fluorescence intensity F fluor (t) that can be detected from the triads is given by
where I 514 = hn 514 corresponds to the photon flux at 514 nm, s 514 to the absorption cross section at this wavelength, g det to the overall fluorescence detection efficiency of the setup, and W ) and N open (t 5 t (high) ) into eq. (5) yields a simple linear relation between the inverse fluorescence contrast ratio and the ratio of the illumination intensities at 514/300 nm. In fig. 4 the data obtained for 1/C are plotted as a function of I 514 = I 300 together with two fits that will be discussed later. In general the data from the different experiments follow the expected linear trend, confirming that indeed the ratio I 514 = I 300 is the relevant parameter that determines the achievable fluorescence contrast ratio.
However, a linear fit of the data to eq. (7) that leaves both the intersection and the slope as a free parameter yields c 5 0.52(60.02) (Fig. S1a, supporting information) , which is in striking contrast with previous work
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. There it was found that the ratio of the fluorescence quantum yields of the triads in the open and closed state is about 0.05-0.1. Therefore, we fixed the value of c to 0.1 and left only the slope as a free parameter. Unfortunately, this approach was not successful (Fig. S1b, supporting information) . Yet, closer inspection of fig. 3a (see also Fig. S2 , supporting information) reveals that the envelope of the high-signal levels decays faster with respect to the envelope of the low-signal levels. Moreover, these decays are generally the faster the higher the applied UV intensity. Both observations hint for an additional background that contributes to the signal and that does not bleach as fast as the signal from the triads. As shown in more detail in the supporting information such an additional background leads to an offset in the inverse contrast ratio. As long as the contribution from the additional background does not change during the time interval between t (high) and t (low) this can be taken into account pragmatically by adding an offset, here denoted as b, to the inverse contrast ratio,
: c c{o c o{c
:
Essentially, this modification decouples the fit parameters intersection and slope from each other. Again we kept c 5 0.1 and the resulting fit is shown as the red line in fig. 4 . Except for very small values of I 514 = I 300 , see fig. 4b , we find a very good agreement between the fit and the data. However, for small values of the intensity ratio the inverse contrast ratio increases, which is not reflected by the model. This discrepancy might have two origins: i) Low I 514 intensities are not sufficient to drive the photoconversion of the triads into steady state, see for example fig. 2a trace 1 , and the prerequisites of our model calculation are not fulfilled. ii) High I 300 intensities might also induce fluorescence from the PBI units which corresponds to crosstalk, which is also not considered in the model. However, the latter can easily be incorporated into the model by modifying eq. (5) 300 nm which has been determined from a pure PBI sample to 9. The fit of the data to eq.(10) for c 5 0.1 is shown in fig. 4 by the black line and reproduces the increase of 1/C if I 514 = I 300 approaches zero. The values that can be extracted for b and c o{c = c c{o from either fit (eq. (8) or eq. (10)) are given in the figure caption and do not show significant differences. From the latter value we can obtain the relative yield for the photocyclization reaction of the DCP unit. where I = hn corresponds to the photon flux at the respective wavelength, s to the absorption cross section at that wavelength, and Q to the quantum yield of the respective photoconversion process. From eqs. (11) for the ratio of the quantum yields. Using c o{c = c c{o~3 2:0(+0:6) as obtained from the fit, we find Q o{c= Q c{o~3 0:0 (+1) for the ratio of the reaction yields of the photocyclization reaction. This number is in accordance with the value of about 10 that was obtained from a rough estimate in previous work 19 .
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that photochromic PBI-DCP-PBI triads can be used to modulate optical signals with high contrast ratio. A kinetic model has been developed that allows to describe quantitatively the fluorescence modulation of the triads as a function of the intensity of the probe and the conversion beam. This reveals that the achievable contrast of the fluorescence modulation is very robust against variations of the absolute intensities of both irradiations as long as the ratio of their intensities is fixed with respect to each other. This is an important finding with regard to the development of all-optical circuits that require different signal strength for the input levels of the subunits.
Methods
Sample preparation. The PBI-DCP-PBI triads were synthesized according to the protocols published in 19 . For quantitative photoconversion experiments the triads were immobilized in a low molecular weight polystyrene matrix. Therefore two 100 ml solutions of toluene, one containing 3?10 26 mol/l of the triads, and one containing a polystyrene/toluene mixture in a mass ratio of 153 were prepared. Equal volume fractions of these two solutions were mixed. From the mixture about 30 ml were dropped on a microscope coverslip. After a waiting time of about 5 minutes a second coverslip was put on top of the sample producing a polystyrene film with a thickness in the order of 10 mm that contains the triads at a concentration of about 1.4?10 25 mol/l, which corresponds to an estimated optical density of about OD < 1.1 ?10 23 . The samples where mounted in a home-built inverted microscope and illuminated with light at two different wavelengths. Radiation in the visible at 514 nm is provided by an Ar ion laser (ALC 60, Laserlight Showdesign) and referred to as the probe beam. Light at 300 nm stems from fourth-harmonic generation in two consecutive steps. In the first step a fequency doubler (SHG Autotracker, APE Angewandte Physik & Elektronik GmbH) generates the second harmonic from the output of an optical parametric oscillator (OPO, APE Angewandte Physik & Elektronik GmbH) that is pumped by a pulsed Titanium:Sapphire laser (Tsunami, Spectra Physics). In the second step the output of this unit is frequency doubled in a home-built device that contains a type 1 beta borium borate (BBO) crystal. The radiation at 300 nm is referred to as the conversion beam. The conversion beam was weakly focused onto a elliptical spot with the area of 4.2?10 23 mm 2 on the sample using a lens of f 5 50 mm. The probe beam is reflected via a dichroic mirror DM (Q520LP, AHF) and focused into the backfocal plane of a microscope objective MO (Microthek 203, NA 5 0.5) by a lens with a long focal length (f 5 250 mm) which yields a spot with a diameter of 0.17 mm (corresponding area 2.3?10 22 mm 2 ) on the sample. The fluorescence from the sample is collected by the same objective, transmitted through the dichroic mirror and passes a bandpass filter (AHF, HQ 525 LP, transmission 525-725 nm, AHF) to suppress residual stray light. The sample was illuminated continuously by the probe beam and every 7.2 s it was illuminated for 7.2 s by both beams using an electromechnical shutter that could be operated with about 2 ms temporal accuracy. The resulting emission is registered with a back-illuminated EMCCD camera (iXon DV877ECS, Andor) that was read out every 720 ms (frame rate 1.4 Hz). The exposure time of the camera was 100 ms per frame.
